
Nonrecourse Debt:
Newspeak in the Tax Code

By Darryll K. Jones

Nearly 60 years ago the U.S. Supreme Court decided
that the widow Crane spoke from both sides of her
mouth and that by doing so she left us with no recourse
except to include nonrecourse purchase money debt in
both the basis of property acquired therewith and the
amount realized from the sale thereof.1 Words like ‘‘there-
with’’ and ‘‘thereof’’ should make us nervous because
they suggest legal newspeak. The widow Crane claimed
ownership for purposes of depreciation, but disclaimed
ownership for purposes of determining her amount
realized. The Court responded to her newspeak not by
insisting that she and we henceforth speak the truth
plainly — as Crane belatedly sought to do when she
argued that she really owned nothing but the equity
despite having deducted a portion of something more —
but by adopting Crane’s newspeak as the enduring
language of the tax code. Deductions — negative income
— are allowed for some costs when and as paid or
incurred, and then only to the taxpayer that actually paid
or incurred the costs. Crane v. Commissioner allows deduc-
tions for costs paid or incurred, alright, but to a taxpayer
who has not yet and may never pay or incur those costs.
Thus, the tax code (broadly defined to include statutes,
regulations, and interpretive guidance from all sources)
is talking from both sides of its proverbial mouth, using
oxymoronic newspeak such as ‘‘nonrecourse deductions’’
and ‘‘partnership minimum gain’’ to obscure the plain
fact that spending other people’s money neither results in
negative income to, nor justifies a deduction, for the
spender.

We would do well by ridding the code of newspeak.
Basis, like religion, is highly personal. It is one person’s

previously taxed (or exempted) wealth embodied in
property. The expenditure of other people’s money
should justify negative income — a deduction — only if
the acquisition of other people’s money first resulted in
positive income — inclusion in gross income.2 I propose
that a nonrecourse borrower should pay tax on the
receipt of nonrecourse loans and anything that looks like
a nonrecourse loan — such as the transfer of a contingent
liability. As long as nonrecourse liabilities generate de-
ductions for a nominal owner of property — ‘‘nonre-
course deductions’’ — we have no recourse except to tax
the receipt of nonrecourse borrowing. A deduction, it
should be admitted, is premised on the profit-motivated,
or tax-favored, spending of previously taxed income.
Crane, in what turned out to be the epitome of nose
cutting for face spiting, held that, because deductions
were erroneously allowed, we should treat the nonre-
course borrowing from which the deductions were gen-
erated as previously taxed income. That conclusion leads
inexorably backward to the fact that we have no recourse
except to tax nonrecourse proceeds so that ‘‘previously
taxed’’ really means ‘‘at some point in the past.’’ Tax
newspeak denies that reality by turning things on their
head. In newspeak, ‘‘previously taxed’’ means ‘‘taxed
later, if at all!’’

Let’s look at just the most recent mischief spawned by
the widow Crane’s and then the Supreme Court’s news-
peak. Last year the Treasury Department proposed to
amend the section 752 regulations in response to the now
familiar son-of-BOSS (SOB) transaction.3 That transaction
grew out of a congressional concession, section 357(c)(3),
designed to help deserving cash method taxpayers avoid
a tax in the corporate setting when none should have
occurred. Wolves in handymen’s clothing — like Black &
Decker Inc. — soon took advantage of the concession to
create phony losses to the tune of about $60 million,
thereby spawning another cycle of tax avoidance point-
counterpoint.4 The SOB regulations, had they been in
effect, would have conceded the newspeak of basis

1Crane v. Commissioner, 331 U.S. 1 (1947).

2Or an intentional exclusion such as is found in section 102.
3See prop. Treas. reg. section 1.752-7 (June 24, 2003). The goal

of a son-of-BOSS transation is to obtain an asset with a basis
greater than fair market value without paying an amount equal
to the excess.

4Black and Decker Corp. v. United States, No. WDQ-02-2070,
Doc 2004-20637, 2004 TNT 205-6 (D. Md. Oct. 22, 2004). The son-
of-BOSS transaction in that case involved a corporate transac-
tion but the result could have been achieved via a partnership
transaction.
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arising from untaxed wealth until just before that news-
peak resulted in the phony loss from a disposition of the
associated partnership interest.5 Still, the SOB regs are an
improvement from previous newspeak because they
postpone all deductions and losses associated with the
liability until there is an actual payment from previously
taxed income. The mischief arises nevertheless — and is
sure to be magnified somehow, someway, someday in the
mind’s eye of a tax planner looking for a big payday6 —
because of the SOB regs’ use and definition of ‘‘liability.’’
Remember, the SOB regs are a solution to fake,
deduction-supporting basis. Instead of adopting a ge-
neric descriptive term like ‘‘fake, deduction-supporting
basis,’’ the SOB regs use the term ‘‘liability,’’ even though
the purpose is to deal with nonliabilities. For SOB reg
purposes, a liability is an obligation that is not already a
liability for section 752 purposes.

Actually, the SOB regs are not so bad in operation once
one gets through the details. The approach is consistent
with the theory underlying the at-risk rules — a deduc-
tion should be had only when and as a taxpayer actually
spends previously taxed wealth. It is just that the con-
tinuing propagation of newspeak is all so unnecessary.
Let’s take a look at another set of newly proposed
regulations. Just a few months ago, the IRS issued
regulations dealing with a particular aspect of the ‘‘ex-
culpatory liabilities’’ problem.7 Exculpatory liabilities are
liabilities for which the liable party is not liable. What I
mean to say is that an exculpatory liability is a liability
that the liable party cannot be forced to pay. Clear? Well,
if nothing else, the definition at least demonstrates the
enduring tax newspeak phenomenon. Here is an example
taken from the proposed regulations that should clear the
fog:

Example 1. Disregarded entity with net value of zero. (i)
In 2005, A forms a wholly owned domestic limited
liability company, LLC, with a contribution of
$100,000. A has no liability for LLC’s debts, and LLC
has no enforceable right to contribution from A. A
files no election with respect to LLC under
§301.7701-3 of this chapter. Also in 2005, LLC con-
tributes $100,000 to LP, a limited partnership with a
calendar year taxable year, in exchange for a gen-
eral partnership interest in LP, and B and C each
contributes $100,000 to LP in exchange for a limited
partnership interest in LP. The partnership agree-
ment provides that only LLC is required to make up
any deficit in its capital account. On January 1,
2006, LP borrows $300,000 from a bank and uses
$600,000 to purchase nondepreciable property. The
$300,000 debt is secured by the property and is also
a general obligation of LP. LP makes payments of
only interest on its $300,000 debt during 2006.
Under §§1.752-4(d) and 1.705-1(a), LP determines

its partners’ shares of the $300,000 debt at the end
of its taxable year, December 31, 2006. As of that
date, LLC holds no assets other than its interest in
LP.8

The example continues by noting that because LLC is a
disregarded entity (more newspeak?), A is the real part-
ner and for tax purposes A stands in the shoes of LLC. As
a literal matter under current law, the LLC (that is, A —
pay attention!) gets basis credit for the full debt because
the LLC is the only general partner with an unlimited
deficit restoration obligation. A can therefore take depre-
ciation deductions for costs that have not and may not
ever be paid or incurred. ‘‘Yes, but wait a minute,’’ the
proposed regulation writers say. A has an ‘‘out’’ because
under state law, A cannot be made to contribute more
than the assets held by the LLC. That is ‘‘oldspeak,’’ by
the way, because it is expressed in the language before
Crane v. Commissioner. In substance, A has really pledged
only whatever properties are held by the LLC and is
exculpated to the extent the liabilities exceed those prop-
erties. A is no different from a partner who makes a direct
or indirect pledge of property, while protecting herself
from liability beyond the pledge. The proposed regula-
tions sensibly treat her as such and as a result A is entitled
to basis credit (and depreciation deductions) only to the
extent of the pledged property the value of which mea-
sures the true recourse portion of the debt. That is, A gets
basis credit only for the portion of the loan for which she
is really at risk.

That, like the SOB regs discussed earlier, is a fine
outcome except that the remainder of the liability falls
into the nonrecourse category, and guess what? Nonre-
course debt can be used to increase A’s basis (and
deductions) anyway! We have thus proposed that A
should not be given basis credit for an exculpatory
liability but A (and anybody else) can get credit for an
exculpatory liability anyway. The nonrecourse portion of
the debt can pretty much be allocated to any partner, let’s
face it.9 It’s all so Orwellian.

It is true of course that the beneficiaries of fake
deduction-supporting basis may eventually have to pay
the piper because the ‘‘minimum gain chargeback’’ must
eventually apply. That is significant, though, only in the
far-off future when the passage of time has eroded the
cost to the beneficiary. The piper will not demand as
much as was previously taken.

The solution to all of this newspeak in the tax code
should be obvious, even if painful to those few who are
fortunate enough to be granted nonrecourse facilities. If
taxpayers want the benefits of deductions, they should
first pay tax on the wealth the expenditure of which
generates claim for those deductions. That is only fair
and indeed fundamental. The nonrecourse borrower has

5See id. Immediately before a phony loss occurs, the SOB regs
reduce the partner’s basis thereby eliminating any potential
loss. Prop. Treas. reg. section 1.752-7(e).

6The solution in Crane was expedient and simple, too, but the
consequences must surely have been unforeseen at the time.

7See prop. Treas. reg. section 1.752-2(k) (Aug. 12, 2004).

8Prop. Treas. reg. section 1.752-2(k)(6), example 1.
9See Treas. reg. section 1.752-3 (as amended in 2000), which

provides very liberal rules concerning which partners get cost-
free deductions — that is, deductions generated by other
people’s money.
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an immediate increased ability to consume and to con-
tribute to the common fund. We could rid ourselves of
the SOB regs, ‘‘exculpatory liabilities,’’ and all sorts of
other absurd newspeak by taxing on the front end rather
than waiting until actual payment — which, by the way,
is intended never to happen in most instances. Vested
parties will no doubt cry foul. ‘‘The proposal would
increase the cost of borrowing,’’ they will say, among
other things. The real estate lobby will imagine and
proclaim all sorts of horrendous outcomes. They should
have to prove that the fortuitous (for them) introduction
of newspeak in the tax code is really a good thing.10 If
they can’t do that — and I have my doubts — we should
get rid of it. Tax nonrecourse borrowing and just tell it
straight.11 War is not peace, ignorance is not strength, and
freedom is not slavery!

10I am working on a full-blown, footnote-laden article re-
garding the proposal introduced in this brief column that will
either disprove or confirm the various possible objections.

11Perhaps there is good reason to tax recourse proceeds as
well but it is nonrecourse borrowing that allows egregious
abuses, particularly in subchapter K with its concession to
special allocations.
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